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Abstract. The lack of information from the very early Universe and offering a new theory to answer
the unanswered questions has long been a topic of great interest. One of the most important
questions is about the origin of the Dark Energy which causes the acceleration of the galaxies as well
as the expansion of the Universe. Inflation theory tried to sort out of problems with Big Bang
cosmology, but couldn’t, and that’s why there are different versions of inflation theory. Therefore, the
lack of a new and general theory to answer the unanswered questions is obvious. If Big Bang is a part
of nature, the knowledge of different patterns in nature like fractional geometries and Fibonacci, fluid
dynamics, constructal law needs to be considered for the new theory. In nature, everything behaves
as a pattern of a flow (which is approved by constructal law), as well as, whatever we have in nature
has a pair (like male and female), or opposite (like opposite charges of electron and positron), or
poles (like a magnetic field), … In this way, by using the similarity of the cases and elaborately
investigate into nature, it is possible to propose a new theory to answer the unanswered questions.
The “Source and Sink Theory", simply indicates that "if there is a source, it must be at least one sink
(at the same instance), with a flow pattern from source to the sink, and the process must be
conserved". By applying this general theory to our Universe, it could indicate that the so-called Big
Bang could be a pulse of a point source and at the same instance, it should be at least an opposite of
the Big Bang as a sink. Consequently, the energy which introduced from our Universe origin (Big
Bang) as a pulse of a point source with a unique cosmic microwave background radiation flows
toward a sink (or sinks). A sink has gravity (curvature of space-time) which could produce a flow
pattern for the energy released from source to the sink. The cosmic microwave background radiation
could also support this theory as much as it supported the Hot Big Bang model. In the special case
(set the gravity of the sink to zero, and no space between source and sink), application of this theory
for cosmology will switch back to Big Bang cosmology, which shows more ability of this theory to
produce different scenarios to fit the available data. Application of this general multi-discipline
theory on our Universe can also offer an answer to some of the unanswered questions like the origin
of Dark Energy, galaxies acceleration, so-called expansion of the Universe and much more...
Keywords: Big Bang, inflation, constructal law, Dark Energy, fractional geometry, cosmic
microwave background radiation.
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Introduction

To date, there has been evaluated some different theories of the early Universe which the important
ones are the steady-state universe [1] (always expanding with constant average density), the cyclic
universe [2] (oscillatory Universe interpretation of the BB), and the standard Big Bang (BB) theory [3].
Almost all the astronomical data is in favour of Big Bang cosmology, however, there is good evidence to
believe that the standard model (Lambda-CDM) is not the end of the story with some unanswered
questions [4]. However, one of the models which can explain the best the data from Planck satellite [5] is
the inflation theory [6]. Inflation theory invented to sort out the problems with Big Bang cosmology,
and it was successful in some aspects but not on some others, that’s why different versions of inflation
theory developed. There are more than ten different versions of inflation theory as; Old Inflation,
Chaotic Inflation, New Inflation, Internal Inflation, Sugra Inflation, Extended Inflation, Power-Law
Inflation, Double Inflation, Hybrid Inflation, Natural Inflation, Brane Inflation, DBI Inflation, N-Flation,
SUSY F-term Inflation, SUSY D-term Inflation, SUSY P-term Inflation, Assisted Inflation, K-Flation,
and Warped Brane Inflation. All versions of inflation theory are almost common about eternal to the
future but finite to the past. It is hard to find one which has origin and eternal to the past (they are
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different concerning if there was a beginning of the time and if there was a singularity). However,
Aguirre and Gratton extended the inflation theory which no needs a big bang [7]. There is also some
evidence showing the necessity for alternative models to inflation [8].
The inflation theory, in general, has an explanation about an isotropic Universe in all directions, the
distribution of the cosmic microwave background radiation, the flat Universe, and why the magnetic
field is bipolar. However, the detailed particle physics mechanism responsible for inflation is unknown.
Both BB and standard inflation theories supported the idea that everything started after the BB and
nothing was before BB. This has a conflict with the conservation of energy; also, if the BB happened
without any reason, it must happen again! When the scientists found out the BB theory does not work
properly or couldn’t explain the real size of available Universe, they did not doubt it; they try to fix it
with other theories like Inflation.
On the other hand, Dark Energy (DE) which caused the accelerated expansion of our Universe [9] is
still an unknown phenomenon. Therefore, the presently available theories (in the open literature) cannot
clearly answer the following questions:
• Is the BB a part of nature? And if so, is there any pattern for it?
• Where is the possible origin of the energy of the BB?
• What was the condition of our Universe before the BB?
• What is the origin of the Dark Energy?
• Explanation on the so-called expansion of the Universe.
If we look at nature elaborately, we can find everything has a pair (like male and female), or they are
negative and opposite (like electron and proton, or electron and positron), or they are bipolar (magnetic
poles). Also, we accepted the existence of matter and antimatter. Therefore, if we had a Big Bang, we
can think about the possibility of a pair or an opposite for it.
Fractal geometry has approved that there are patterns in nature [10-12]. On the other hand, Adrian
Bejan by constructal law [13] showed that there are flow patterns in nature (like a pattern of fluid flow
in fluid mechanics) for trees, tributaries, air passages, neural networks, and lightning bolts, and much
more cases. Biology, physics, technology, and social organizations obey a single principle of physics. The
constructal law accounts for the evolution of them and many other designs in our world.
Earth, solar system, our galaxy, and whatever we can observe in our Universe are moving like a
pattern of fluid flow. The human body, the growing of the plants, tornado, departing the continents
from each other in the Earth, the pattern of the Earth’s magnetic field and the shielding from the
geomagnetic storms, the path of the stars, stellar remnants, interstellar gas and dust around galaxies …
all of them are like a fluid flow pattern as well. Therefore, it is also the possibility to extend these flow
patterns in nature from the beginning of BB to build a general theory. On the other hand, the
availability of patterns in nature and the Universe like the Fibonacci pattern [14, 15] allowed us to
employ a pattern in our predictions for the Universe.

2

Flow Patterns in Nature

As indicated in the introduction, if we elaborately investigate nature, we can find different patterns
which they look like a pattern of fluid flow. There are a lot of patterns in nature which they investigated
by researchers in constructal law [13, 16], fractal geometry [10-12], Fibonacci [14, 15] … to date. Here, I
would also like to add a new point of view which is not reported in the open literature.
Plants and trees are the most common important part of nature. If we look at Fig. 1, which is a
section of a tree’s wood along the stem, we can recognize that it looks like a fluid flow pattern. Even the
wood knots (the place of the branches at the trees’ wood) look like a pattern of fluid flow. Fig. 2-a
shows the section of two different trees’ wood along with the steam at the place of a branch (wood knot)
and Fig.2-b is the simulation of fluid (water) flow in a vertical cylinder passing over a horizontal
cylinder. From Figs.1 and 2, it is possible to conclude that the pattern of growing the trees’ wood looks
like a fluid flow pattern as well.
Also, this can open a new window for research to investigate nature. In this way, like the fluid flow
which is possible to predict the flow behaviour by using Reynolds Number (Re) [17], it is possible to
investigate for a compatible Re for the flow pattern in the trees’ wood, or plants. Fig. 2 tries to show
the patterns, and if the condition of the simulation gets more matched with the condition of the wood
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(size of the tree, size of the branch, angle of the branch...), the result of the simulation could be more
matched (which is another on-going research and out of the subject of this manuscript).

Figure 1. Flow pattern in a wood stem.

a

b

Figure 2. a) Flow pattern in two wood sections from two different trees along the stem at the place of a branch
(wood knot) b) simulation of fluid flow (water) in a vertical cylinder passing over a horizontal cylinder.

3

Source and Sink Theory

The reader should be informed that this theory is far from being complete and that some important
aspects are to be discussed and to be completed with the efforts of the scientists of different fields.
However, the answer to some of the unknown queries achieved up to the present has been motivating
me to share the idea publicly.
As indicated in the introduction, everything in nature has a pair, or negative side, or opposite pole or
an anti. Also, if there is a source, there will be a sink which they connected by a flow pattern. For
example, if there is a hot object as a source of heat transfer, the heat will transfer (naturally) to any
cold object around it (as a sink) by natural convection [18]. On the other hand, constructal law [13]
approved that there are flow patterns in nature. Different patterns in nature like fractal geometry [10-12]
and Fibonacci [14, 15] provide us with a hint to think on a pattern from the beginning of the Universe.
The “source and sink (SS) theory” indicates, "If there is a source, it must be at least one sink (at the
same instance) with a flow pattern from the source to the sink, and the process must be conserved". In
this way, if we apply this theory for the early universe, the origin of our Universe (BB) could be as a
point source which produces a pulse of energy. Therefore, it must be at least one sink which the pulse
goes toward the sink like a fluid flow pattern. The Black Holes (BHs) could be considered as sinks, but
cosmologists believe that the BHs came to the story of cosmology after BB, and they were not available
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at the instant of BB to produce the flow direction. On the other hand, BHs (in the visible Universe) are
a part of the moving pulse of our Universe point source, and they are a part of the galaxies acceleration
to a sink.
Fig. 3 shows the cross-section of a very simple sketch of a point source and a surrounded sink for a
homogenous Universe which the sink has gravity force (this sketch tries to offer an understanding of the
idea, and in reality, the size of the point source (BB) must be very smaller which cannot be seen in the
sketch at all). The sink in Fig. 3 looks like the shell of an empty sphere which the shell has gravity
(space-time curvature). Therefore, the gravity of the sink (curvature of space-time) causes a flow
pattern from the point source to the sink. The surrounded sink will absorb whatever emitted from the
point source after each pulse by its gravity (curvature of space-time). Fig. 3 is the simplest possible idea
for the sink of a homogeneous Universe like ours (if we accept that our Universe is almost homogeneous
in all directions [19]). Also, it is possible to explore different scenarios for the shape of the sink(s). For
example, several point sinks in a curved position could produce a homogeneous Universe as well.
However, the sink required curvature to make at least a point of gravity concentration/singularity. This
theory even by considering the simplest case of Fig. 3 has the potential to answer some of the previously
unanswered questions as follows but bring new questions as well. After a pulse emitted from the point
source (so-called BB), it has an initial velocity while near the source the equivalent resultant gravity
force (vector) of the sink (so-called Dark Energy) is not considerable. When the pulse gets a bit far from
the source, the resultant gravity (force) vector (curvature of space-time) of the sink can effect on
different parts of the pulse to accelerate the galaxies to the sink. The pulse goes toward the sink.
Therefore, the so-called expansion of the universe is obvious in this theory. We do not have a lot of
information about our Universe sink except the resultant gravity force (vector) of the sink as Dark
Energy. Like Black Holes, it can consider an event horizon for the sinks as well.
The Hot Big Bang (HBB) model and standard inflation theory indicated there was nothing before the
BB (without any scientific reason), and that’s why they are not conserved for a time interval before and
after BB (in this way they had to indicate that everything began after the BB). Also, they cannot
explain the Dark Energy, Dark Mater, acceleration of the galaxies and the so-called expansion of the
Universe properly. On the other hand, there is evidence which inflation does not explain the HBB
model's fine-tuning problems as well [20].
By SS theory, the following questions will be explained and answered even by considering the simple
sketch of Fig. 3 for our Universe sink. However, it is possible to offer more complicated cases with
almost the same result. This shows a curved sink or number of point sinks in a curved arrangement need
to be investigated and compared for our Universe sink elaborately.
3.1 “Source and Sink” and “Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation”
SS theory suggests that the BB was a pulse of energy from a point source, and the pulse flows to a sink
(or sinks). Therefore, in SS theory, each pulse has a unique cosmic microwave background radiation
(CMBR). This means as much as the CMBR supports a Hot Big Bang (HBB) [21], it must support SS
theory. After a fraction of the time from a pulse of our Universe source, the SS theory and HBB model
have not any conflict on the concept of cosmic microwave background radiation. However, the main
conflict between HBB and inflation with SS is before the pulse (before the BB) and what happens in the
future (SS theory predicts everything in the Universe goes toward a sink (or sinks)). Whatever
prescribes by BB theory after the BB can be one of the scenarios of SS theory. The SS theory can offer
an answer for the unknown queries of the Universe, like Dark Energy (DE) and so-called expansion of
the Universe. On the other hand, CMBR is not exactly uniform over the Universe [22], which HBB
theory cannot answer it properly. As one of the scenarios of SS theory, a kind of space can consider
between the source and the sink before the instant of BB which brings the opportunity to explain this
anisotropy of CMBR (for example, with SS theory it is possible to think about the existence of a kind of
Dark Matter (partially) between source and sink from the beginning).
3.2 Possible Position of the Big Bang (Place of Our Universe Point Source)
Place of the origin (point source) of our Universe (so-called BB) can be the centre of the sphere (or the
centre of the curvature) of the sink(s). Therefore, there will be a concentration/singularity of gravity,
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which may cause the position of the source (BB). The question may come, how the energy transfers
from the sink to the source to provide the pulse(s). This is the question which needs to be assisted by
the assistance of scientists of the field. However, after the sink absorbs the exact amount of the energy
(from the inside, or maybe outside) and gets the critical point or unstable, the concentration of the
gravity and/or instability of the sink may produce a pulse of energy from the point source. Also, after
the critical point, the energy may transfer from another dimension (our Universe with higher dimensions
has investigated by a lot of researchers as well as by string theory [23-25]) to the point source to
produce the pulse. After the pulse of energy released, the Hot Big Bang model and SS theory do not
have any conflict up to this age of Universe. However, HBB model cannot predict the future of the
Universe, but the SS theory. Therefore, the so-called Big Bang should happen periodically as pulses, but
we cannot sense them while we are a part of a certain pulse with our unique cosmic microwave
background radiation. On the other hand, we do not have any information from the outer surface of the
sink. It may be the sink absorbs matter from other Universes at the outer side to get the critical point
or unstable. If we assume a uniform sink around our Universe (like Fig. 3), therefore, the flow of the
pulse from the point source to the surrounded sink should be almost homogenous.

Figure 3. A very simple schematic of a point source and a surrounded sink for a homogenous Universe as one of
the possible scenarios.

3.3 Galaxies Acceleration
When the galaxies get to an exact distance from the point source, the equivalent gravity vector toward
the nearest point of the sink will be a bit considerable to accelerate the galaxies. That's why the galaxies
which are much far, their speed is more. For example, in Fig. 4, a galaxy at the position A will
accelerate toward point B at that exact instant (this does not have any conflicts with the general
relativity). However, point B can be changed to another point at the sink if the sink is rotating. Also,
there is the possibility of the rotation of the point source at the time of the injection of the pulses.
Consequently, the path can be helical, like the blue curve in Fig. 4 and not strength. In this way, when
a galaxy gets the point C, the acceleration will be toward position D, and finally will be absorbed at E.
If we get back to nature, we can find another possibility for the pattern of the flow (path) from the
point source to sink like a Fibonacci spiral as Fig. 5 while our nature and universe obey exact patterns
[5, 6]. In Fig. 5 just four paths of the flow pattern showed with the path (flow) pattern of the Fibonacci
spiral which this case also describes a homogenous Universe, but point source or surrounded sink, or
both are rotating.
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Figure 4. The galaxies close enough to the point of the
sink to accelerate.

Figure 5. A point source and spherical sink with
Fibonacci spiral path (pattern) flow.

3.4 Why the Galaxies Getting Far from Each Other (So-Called Expansion of Universe)
The point source emits a pulse to the curved sink (or point sinks in a curved arrangement), and in the
case of a uniform sink (which produces uniform gravity), while the galaxies move to the sink from all
directions, the so-called expansion of the Universe will happen automatically. The gravity of the sink
(case of Fig.3) is from all around the sink to the galaxies. Therefore, the galaxies look like floating with
partial stabilities. When the galaxies get a bit far from the point source, the resultant gravitational force
toward an exact place of the sink will be more, and they accelerate toward that place (at that instant)
which resulted in the so-called expansion of the universe.
3.5 The Origin of the Dark Energy
With SS theory, the origin of the Dark Energy will be simply the resultant gravity vector (curvature of
space-time) of the curved sink (or several point sinks in a curved arrangement). Therefore, a curved sink
has gravity, for example, in Fig. 4 the resultant vector of the gravity (from every point of the sink) for
point A is a vector toward the point B (exactly at that instant). Consequently, Dark Energy is the
resultant vector of the gravity force affecting that position. If a galaxy gets near to the sink, the
resultant gravity vector will be more, and then more acceleration which causes more redshift [21].
3.6 A Conserve Universe
The BB and most of the versions of inflation theory are not conserved, and therefore they have to
indicate that time started from the instant of BB and nothing was before the BB. SS theory is
conserved while the energy from a sink can go to a source and from a source to a sink.
3.7 The Bentley Paradox
While there is a resultant vector force caused by the sink everywhere (but a bit far from the point
source) and there is a flow pattern from the source to the sink. Therefore, a uniform sink will answer the
Bentley paradox better.

4

A New Question

With SS theory, an important new question comes as: was there any matter between the source and the
sink independent to the pulses (so-called BB)? It is the possibility to explore different scenarios to
answer this question. Some of them can support (or partially support) the inflation theory and some
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others not. However, if there were a point source and a curved sink (or several point sinks in a curved
position arrangement) from the beginning, there is the possibility to think about a kind of space
between the point source and the sink. Therefore, it is possible to state the different scenarios in this
regard (including a scenario to support the inflation theory).

5

Source and Sink Theory, Big Bang Theory and Inflation Theory

The source and sink theory could be a superior theory for Big Band and Inflation theories while it can
switch to BB theory in a special case. If the gravity of sink sets to zero and consider no any kinds of
space between the sink and the source, the SS theory will switch to BB theory, and needs inflation
theory for the available size of our Universe. However, SS theory has the potential to offer a lot of
different scenarios concerning the size and shape of source(s), sink(s) and the space between them to
match the available cosmological data better. On the other hand, SS theory is a multidiscipline general
theory which one of the applications could be in cosmology.

6

Source and Sink Theory and Black Holes

Black holes at the centre of galaxies are a kind of sink in our Universe. Also, they can be a short-cut to
a sink or the surrounded sink, but with the available cosmological data, they are a part of a pulse of the
point source and moving toward the carved sink (or point sinks in a carved arrangement) as a part of
the flow pattern.

7

Simple Mathematics for a Simple Source

We do not have enough information about the curved sink (or point sinks in a carved arrangement) of
our Universe, but at least most of the theories about early Universe agree with a point source like socalled Big Bang.
Assuming t = 0 sets for one pulse of a point source. Equation (1) is the continuity equation in the
spherical coordinate [27] which does not have any limitation to apply for any state of the matter.
2
 1  r ur
1   u sin  
1  u
(1)
 2


0
t r
r

r sin 
r sin  
where (r, , , t) is the density, and different u denotes the velocities in different directions (r, , )
which the velocities are also time-dependent. Therefore, we can employ it for any state of the Universe,
except t = 0. At exactly t = 0, we have the case of singularity for our Universe (while r goes to zero,
and density goes to infinity, except if we assume an initial radius for our Universe at the instant of BB),
but it is the possibility to write the continuity equation for a very small fraction of the time after the
pulse (BB) for the compressible three dimensions.
For simplicity, it can assume that the velocity is just in the radial direction from the source as
2
 1  r ur
 2
 0, u  0, u  0
(2)
t r
r
To solve equation (2) we need some more information from the very early Universe, however, to show
a simple schematic of a point source to the readers, Fig. 6 is produced for a 2D incompressible, and
therefore, Eq. (2) reduces to Eq. (3) as
m
, u  0
ur 
(3)
2 r
where m is the volume flow rate per unit depth for the pulse, and the point source is irrotational while
there is just radial velocity as non-zero.
The stream function  and potential function  can be written in the complex system for this case as
m
  i  re i 
ln  x  iy 
(4)
2
which the definition of them are as follows [17] (Also, can be found in most of the Fluid Mechanics
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These equations can be switched for a point sink as well, but the direction of the radial flow will be to
the point sink (the opposite direction in Fig. 6).
ux 

Figure 6. A simple 2D irrotational point source for incompressible flow

8

Conclusion

The unanswered questions of our Universe lead the researchers to think about new theories. On the
other hand, our nature is a part of our Universe, and the regulations of nature can assist us in
developing a new theory. Our nature teaches us about the existence of exact patterns as fractional
geometry, Fibonacci patterns, and there are flow patterns in nature, which they approved by constructal
law. Also, by observing in nature, we can recognize that everything has an opposite, or anti, or pair, or
they are as poles. Therefore, if there was a Big Bang (in this theory a pulse of a point source), it is the
possibility of thinking about something else as the opposite side or pair for Big Bang (in this theory the
opposite for Big Bang calls sink) from the beginning. In this way, the “Source and Sink theory”
indicates, “If there is a source, it must be at least one sink (at the same instance) with a flow direction
from the source to the sink, and the process must be conserved". This multi-discipline theory can answer
some of the unanswered queries of our Universe. In the special case, if the gravity (curvature of spacetime) of sink sets to zero and consider no space between the source and the sink, this theory will switch
to Big Bang theory. This shows the Big Bang theory could be the special case of the application of this
multidiscipline new theory for the early Universe. However, source and sink theory has the potential to
offer a lot of different scenarios concerning the size and shape of the source(s), sink(s) and the space
between them to match the available cosmological data better. Consequently, this new theory needs to
be considered and completed by the efforts of the researchers of different fields.
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